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Long-Running Firm Is Stronger Than Ever
Uses technology, flexibility, experience to build for the future.

C

ash Moter, partner at Joseph
& Joseph, expresses pride
in the firm’s history and the
many National Register buildings they have designed and/
or renovated. “As Kentucky’s longest-running name in architecture, we are grateful
to have stood the test of time,” he said. “Our
focus today is meeting our clients’ current
needs and helping them prepare for future
growth.”
Secrets to longevity
Besides developing an outstanding
team of designers, Moter believes one of
the company’s greatest strengths is flexibility and evolution, adding services, technology and training to stay ahead of the curve.
For example, they use laser scanners
that produce 3D images of buildings to
provide accurate dimensions of existing
conditions. Drones allow for safe inspection
of compromised structures. And, they have
added building assessment services to aid

clients in the initial stages of investing in 500 companies as well as small businesses,
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Attention to detail, he
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& Joseph has been creatfor success – whether they are working on a ing significant buildings for bourbon procomplicated code project like a distillery or duction, including some of the most wellchallenged to find a new use for an existing known names in the industry – Four Roses,
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“We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.”
– Winston Churchill
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operations, tasting bars and event spaces.
With the bourbon industry booming, they
are designing urban micro-distilleries from
California to DC.
Finding inspiration for designs
Moter pointed out that there is a process
for finding the right solution for each project. He said, “We learn about the industry
involved, paying attention to the branding,
specific use, surroundings and site. An architectural style, scale, flow and shape starts
to become evident as we listen to the client,
offer feedback and begin our work together.”

